Both autonomous and semi-autonomous underwater platforms require navigation capabilities. Acoustics have long been the preferred method, because all other methods are so limited in range and/or are so costly. Traditional methods have relied on tonal-based waveforms used with any of three approaches: long baseline (LBL), short baseline, or ultrashort baseline (USBL). These systems can be highly effective when propagation conditions are "good," but may incur high cost in terms of false and missed detections. The use of wideband waveforms can substantially improve performance, but a significant cost in incurred in the complexity required at the receiver. However, given this complexity, consideration should be given to the use of underwater acoustic communications (acomms) as the provider of enhanced navigation aids. We describe three modem-based navigation aids based, two of which have never exhibited a false alarm, and each of which provides substantial improvement over tonal-based systems. We describe a spread spectrum signalling method used in LBL navigation, an underwater GPS system in which any number of platforms can obtain accurate geoposition in a completely passive sense, and we describe a physically small, wide-band modification to conventional USBL. All of these systems provide high accuracy navigation while retaining full acomms links.
